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The Beatles on the Ed Sullivan Show, Feb. 9, 1964

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On Feb. 9, 1964, The Beatles made their first live U.S. television appearance. More than 70 million Americans gathered around their televisions to watch four young men from Liverpool make history.“A lot of people thought we were an overnight sensation,” says The Beatles’ Paul McCartney in The Beatles: Eight Days a Week – The Touring Years, “but they were wrong.” Indeed, though to many fans The Beatles seem to have been a big bang, bursting from Liverpudlian obscurity to international stardom with their 1963 debut album Please Please Me, quite the opposite is true. In the early 60’s, before they were famous, the Beatles traveled to Hamburg, Germany to play at a club called Indra”.  Malcolm Gladwell writes in “Outliers”:  The Beatles ended up travelling to Hamburg five times between 1960 and the end of 1962. On the first trip, they played 106 nights, five hours or more a night. On their second trip, they played 92 times. On their third trip, they played 48 times, for a total of 172 hours on stage. The last two Hamburg gigs, in November and December of 1962, involved another 90 hours of performing, All told, they performed for 270 nights in just over a year and a half. By the time they had their first burst of success in 1964, in fact, they had performed live an estimated twelve hundred times. Do you know how extraordinary this is? Most bands today don’t perform twelve hundred times in their entire careers. Aimees session notes indicates that much of the Inland system views the recent success of the MKARNS in the same way as the public viewed the Beatles in 1964.You saw the results.  I want to discuss some of the work that went into getting to those results.
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Relationships

Presenter
Presentation Notes
General Spellman,  Col’s Noe and Preston.When our new Col arrived at the Tulsa District, his staff had already scheduled his tour of our Port.  When he came out, I expressed the importance of Tulsa District involvement with our DC visits, and asked that he continue to support our requests for this.
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Presentation Notes
Senator InhofeCongressman MullinJohn Anderson, Rodney Beard, Cassandra Caldwell, Thaddaeus Babb, me, Kimbra Scott, Bryan Day, Loretta Turner



Coalition

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Defined as an alliance for combined actionMKARNS Coalition through AOPOA – stakeholders from two states, two USACE District officesIn 2013, the stakeholders met and jointly decreed that we were going to work together to ensure the future of the MKARNS.A renewed coalition was born.



Coalition

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Defined as an alliance for combined actionMKARNS Coalition through AOPOA – stakeholders from two states, two USACE District officesIn 2013, we met to hammer out the terms of a new coalition.The Key Elements of the Strategic Plan was executed by AOPOA, and the Tulsa and Little Rock Districts, USACEThe result of these documents were the formation of a strategic plan, formed over many meetings among the stakeholders.  The strategic plan united and coalesced our efforts.
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Presentation Notes
Defined as an alliance for combined actionMKARNS Coalition through AOPOA – stakeholders from two states, two USACE District offices
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This brings us to “ MESSAGE “What do you want your coalition to say?



Message

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a leave behind that we used in 2015 for our Congressional visits.Ultimately, as a result of the strategic plan, and our coalition, we boiled all of our issues down to three priorities, upon which we agreed upon and jointly endorsed.1.  Three Rivers2.  Backlog of Critical Maintenance3.  12’ Deepening Project



Advocacy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Advocacy, defined as “ any action that speaks in favor of, recommends, argues for a cause, supports or defends, or pleads on behalf of others”.Talk about the visits to DC, every year, with the AOPOA coalition.I just had my 22nd visit to DC in about the last 10 years.Before me Bob Portiss probably went well over 100 times, with people like Scott Robinson & Glen Cheatham, Earl Groves & Mike Abate, from Arkansas, Phyllis Harden, Art Shell, Scott McGeorge.Testimony offered before Congress.
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MKARNS:  Value to the 
Nation

The MKARNS



“USACE operates and maintains the largest inland and coastal Marine 
Transportation System  (MTS) in the world.  This waterborne transport 
network connects American heartland agriculture and minerals with 
markets overseas and is vital to our economy, security, and quality of 
life.  98% of all US imports / exports (1.4 billion tons annually with a 
value of $2 trillion) move through USACE inland waterway and port 
projects.  20% of US jobs and 1/3 of our Nations GDP are directly 
linked to waterborne commerce.

- LTG Todd T. Semonite, 54th Chief of Engineers, Commanding 
General, USACE  
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MKARNS
445 Miles



MKARNS: HYDROPOWER

Projects on the MKARNS help 
serve over 7 million people  
as a part of an interconnected 
system.  

2.5 Million kilowatt-hours 
generated per year.

They also provide return 
nearly $37,000,000 every year 
to the U.S. Treasury.  That’s a 
return of 37.4% of the total 
construction cost of the eight 
USACE hydropower projects.



MKARNS: FLOOD 
CONTROL

Flood damages prevented by 
Arkansas River Basin projects 
in the Arkansas River Basin 
totaled $649.1 million in FY 
2018.  

Cumulative damages 
prevented through 2018 
exceed $20.1 billion.



MKARNS: RECREATION

The MKARNS System of 
waterways and reservoirs 
enhance outdoor recreation in 
Arkansas and Oklahoma.

The cities of Tulsa and 
Muskogee have hosted 
multiple BassMaster
Tournaments, bringing millions 
of dollars to Northeast 
Oklahoma. 

Annual recreational sales 
generated by the MKARNS 
system are estimated at $634 
million. 



MKARNS: 
CONSERVATION

More than 185,000 acres of land 
and water along the waterway are 
being managed by Federal, 
Arkansas and Oklahoma state 
agencies to maintain, nurture, and 
attract fish and wildlife.  



MKARNS: WATER SUPPLY

Nationwide, US Army 
Corps of Engineer 
projects produce 6.5 
billion gallons of 
drinking water every 
day.  



MKARNS: ECONOMIC 
DEVELOPMENT

• Tonnage:  10,930,172
• Value:  $3,526,950,853

• Commodities:

• Iron / Steel
• Chemical Fertilizer
• Petroleum Products
• Sand / Gravel / Rock
• Coke / Coal
• Minerals / Building Materials
• Food / Farm Products
• Wheat
• Soybeans
• Equipment / Machinery
• Manufactured Products



MKARNS: ECONOMIC 
DEVELOPMENT
OKLAHOMA DIRECT MARITIME (PORT) 
EMPLOYMENT IS IN EXCESS OF 8,000.

TOTAL IMPACT IN JOBS INCLUDING 
HYDROPOWER, MAINTENANCE, PORT 
& SHIPPING ACTIVITIES, 
TRANSPORTATION, AND RECREATION IS 
ESTIMATED TO BE 55,800; 22,700 OF 
WHICH JOBS ARE IN OKLAHOMA.



MKARNS: ECONOMIC 
DEVELOPMENT
PRIVATE INVESTMENT ON MKARNS FROM 
THE PORT OF MUSKOGEE TO THE PORT OF 
CATOOSA:
$5 BILLION

ANNUAL PAYROLL: $350 Million

ANNUAL TONNAGE: 5.5 Million,            
in 4000 barges.

( That’s equivalent to 240,000 trucks, which 
when lined up bumper to bumper, would 
stretch 2,640 miles! )



“Getting better isn’t a hack or a trick or a one 
change that you need to make.  

Getting better is a campaign.  It’s a daily, 
weekly, an hourly fight -- against 
weakness, temptation, and laziness.  

It’s a campaign of discipline.  A campaign of
hard work and dedication.  Waking up

early, going to bed late, and grinding
out every second in between.” 

– Jocko Willink
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